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Touring with Golden Tours
Golden Tours specialise in well planned & thoughtfully designed sightseeing tours that provide maximum
enjoyment for their customers, high quality & value for money so when we were selected last year by this
prestigious organisation to convert their fleet of 20 buses, we were proud to be associated with the UK’s leading
sightseeing company, part of The Grayline Worldwide Association.
Throughout 2011 we have worked to tight & often demanding deadlines whilst always striving to deliver high
quality tour buses to our valued client.
This process has resumed for their 2012 bus conversion programme & we are proud to be part of this continuing
success story.

The Seaford bus fleet
We must be doing something right!
Seaford & District Motor Services continue to call on SEC
to restore their prestigious fleet of buses.
Please keep an eye out for these refurbished & freshly
branded vehicles, complete with their traditional logo
which we have finished in metallic gold with a black
outline.
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Playing on Wheels
Big or small we do it all… and always with the highest
levels of craftsmanship and reliability. This is a very
recently completed conversion of a Citroen Tri-axle for
Scottish Play On Wheels. The design process was based
on bright primary colours which we enhanced with
speciality trimming materials to give reflective & metallic
effects. The vehicle is kitted out complete with large
screen TV, DVD, kitchen, seating, fold-away tables,
interactive games, play pits & slide plus ample storage.

Leyland National Restoration…
almost ready
This epic restoration is nearly there now.
All of the major structural repairs are complete, the new
floor surface is being laid, the window rubbers are in &
ready to receive the glass.
We have booked her into paint shop for early February &
can’t wait to see the results.

The Client Speaks…

Kent Pharmaceuticals is one of Britain's largest
independent generic pharmaceuticals manufacturer and
leading wholesaler & pride themselves on the impact of
their professional delivery. When they selected our
signage Division to implement a full signage scheme at
their prestigious new premises at Orbital Park, Ashford we
knew our experience & attention to detail would be put to
the test. Kent Pharmaceuticals Marketing Manager, Blair
Hart reiterated his satisfaction with the completed
signage: “We asked SEC for a suite of high quality signage
that reflects the prestige of our brand & fits in with our
new Ashford plant & we are delighted with the results”.
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